
The day I Was Born

ВЫПОЛНЯЛА : ИВАНОВА ВАЛЕРИЯ 
УЧЕНИЦА 7 КЛАССА «А» 263 ШКОЛЫ
УЧИТЕЛЬ: МОСКВИНА МАРИНА ВЛАДИМИРОВНА 



      About my self 
My name is Valeria Ivanova , I was born on the 14th of April 
in 2003 ,I was born in spring of 2003. The weather was sunny.
All my family was happy , when I was born.
I learned how many people were born In my day.
Many things have happened.



Events
► In Siberian in 1618 on the shore of river Tom landed a detachment of 

Cossacks and began the construction of a Kuznetsk Ostrog (Now 
The City of Novokuznetsk )



British ship «Сleopatra»
► 1847- The British ship «Cleopatra» 
► transported prisoners from Mumbai 
► to Singapore sankduring a tpical
►  cyclone , killed more than
►  250 people.



Emperor Alexander 1
► The Emperor Alexander 1 in 1842vabolished
►  the Secret expedition of the Senate ,
► and canceled torture in interrogation.



And most spectacular event
► The Titanic collided with an iceberg . The British 

Transatlantic ship , the second ship of the class 
«Olympic». Built in Belfast at the shipyard 
«Harland and wolf» from 1909 to 1912 by the 
order of the shipping company «white star Line».  
At that time of commissioning was the largest 
vessel in the world . In the night from14 to 15 April 
1912 during the first flight crashed in the North 
Atlantic , faced with ah iceberg 





There are many films about Titanic, 
but one of them hurt our feelings



What happened in 2003 in Russia 



The celebration of the three hundred 
anniversary of St.Petersburg
Three centuries of glorious history celebrates 27 of May . 
St.Petersburg – a city whose name
 represents in the world  the great spirit of Russia
 and its creative genius 
and aspiration for the future 



Valentina Matvienko 
The election of Valentina  Matvienko , 
Governor of St.Petersburg .
For the first time in the history of the 
Northern capital Governor was 
woman



What movies came in 2003

Bruce Almighty

Cold mountain

Taxi 3

Тhe life 
of David Gale



Pople ,who born 14th of April



Petr Mamonov 
► In 1951 ,in Moskow was born singer Petr Mamonov , 
► founder of the group «Sounds of Mu »,
►  which played Ivan the terrible 
► In «the King» and father Anatoly
► In the movie «the Island»



Adrian Brody
► In 1973 , in Queens was born actor Adrian Brody ,which played 

Wladyslaw Szpilman in «the Pianist» , Jack Driscoll in «King Kong» 
► And Dmitriy in «the Grand Budapest hotel»



Sarah Michelle Gellar 
► In 1977 , the New York was born actress Sarah Michelle Gellar ,
► Which played Buffy Summers in the TV series
► «Buffy the vampire Slayer» ,Daphne
► In «Scooby-Doo» and Karen
► In «the Curse»



Claire Coffey
► In 1980 in San Francisco was born actress Claire Coffey , which 

played Adalind Schade in TV series «Grimm»
► and Nadine Crowell in TV series «General hospital»



 Yulia Aleksandrova 
► In 1982 , was born an actress  Yulia Alexandrova ,which played Natasha in movie 

«Bitter», Nastya in the fillm «All will die ,and I will remain», Larisa Galkina in the 
movie « the Princess Shushkina»



Who died 14th of April



Nikolai Nikolaevich Miklukho-Maklai
► Nikolai Nikolaevich Miklukho-Maklai (1846-1888) — Russian 

ethnographer, anthropologist, biologist and Explorer, who studied 
the indigenous population of South-East Asia, 
Australia не and Oceania, including the Papuans 
of the northeast coast of New Guinea,
called the Maclay Coast.



Bychkov, Afanasii Fedorovich
► Bychkov, Afanasii Fedorovich, Russian historian, archaeographer 

and bibliographer, and palaeographer, academician 
of the Petersburg Academy of Sciences (1869),
Director of the Imperial public library (1882-1899 years), 
member of the Council of State (since 1890).



Louis Henry Sullivan

► American Architect ,
► Creator of the first
►  skyscrapers 



Vladimir Mayakovsky
► Russian and Soviet poet.
► One of the largest poets of the XX century



 That’s all ,
thank you for your attendion


